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Magnifying the Focus on
Oxygen Patient Mobility
AirSep places the focus on patients’ comfort and convenience in the
most lightweight innovation in portability that has ever been unveiled.
Significantly lighter than any other portable oxygen solution, the new
FreeStyle Focus™* addresses the oxygen prescription needs of the
majority of respiratory patients.
The Focus Portable Oxygen Concentrator (POC) provides the solution
to the most common issue of finding an oxygen system that a patient
can carry — and even feel good about carrying. Oxygen patients are
uplifted from the burden of the extra weight from a system that is
more than what is needed to meet their clinical requirements.
When contrasting the Focus POC with small cylinders or liquid units
that need to be delivered and refilled on a regular basis – Focus again
puts a spotlight on your savings, while providing your patients with a
variety of travel advantages.
Using a pulse flow setting of just 2 LPM equivalency, this mini-weight,
portable oxygen concentrator makes its own oxygen on demand and
is simple to handle, simple to carry, and simple to understand. No
confusing or complicated control panel read-outs. Just flip a switch
to turn it on – and Focus does the job. The non medical-looking Focus
POC ensures that your on-the-go patients stay as mobile and active as
possible. Oxygen has never been this easy!
Multiple Power Options
The external micro-battery provides advanced duration times in a
very small device that easily attaches at one’s hip, on a belt, or even
to the unit’s shoulder bag itself.
The unit can be used and the battery charged with its universal power
supply that connects to AC/DC power. This allows a patient to use
Focus whether outdoors, at home, in a motor vehicle, or in just about
any environment.
The battery features a digital display in 25 percent increments to
allow patients adequate time to just plug in, recharge, and get moving
again.
Healthier Oxygen
Patients
Healthier oxygen
patients are everyone’s
objective. Various
studies show that
exercise with a clinicallyapproved cardiopulmonary routine
contributes to both
better quality of life and
greater longevity for
your oxygen patients.
AirSep contributes to
this goal as the only
manufacturer with
long-term, time-tested
experience in leading
the industry in portable
oxygen concentrator
technology since
2002. We keep your O2
patients mobile.

SPECIFICATIONS
Oxygen
Pulse flow equivalent to a continuous flow
Concentration**: of 2 LPM
Dimensions:

6.2 in. H x 4.6 in. W x 2.4 in. D
(15.7 cm H x 11.7 cm W x 6.1 cm D)

Weight:

1.5 lb (0.7 kg)

Power:

101-250 VAC, 50/60 Hz; 11-16 VDC; 		
rechargeable, lithium battery

Battery
Duration:
Audible
Alarms and
Visual
Indicators:

From 2 to 6 hours
Low battery
Cannula disconnect
System overdraw
High and low pressure
High temperature

**Based on an atmospheric pressure of 14.7 psia (101 kPa) at 70° F (21 °C).
Note: Specifications subject to change without notice.

INTERNATIONAL APPROVALS
AirSep Corporation is ISO 9001:2008-certified.
ORDERING INFORMATION
Contact your AirSep representative for availability.
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*Product not for sale. For demonstration purposes only.
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